RADAR SPEED DISPLAYS
www.sierzega.com

Electronics for Traffic Safety

For more than 15 years Sierzega has been one of the leading
manufacturers of Radar Speed Displays. By focusing on research and
development, we have also filed several patents.
All our products are produced in Austria and have a high in-house
production depth. Over the years we have been able to increase our
product range. We always try to give direction to new developments on
the market. In the last 15 years we have been able to launch novelties
on the traffic market.

Headquarter in Kirchberg-Thening, Austria

www.sierzega.com

Overview

Classic Speed Displays GR32 and GR42
(Page 6 to 9)

Speedpacer® Series - Flash, 1168, 2368, 4568
(Page 10 to 15)

Dot Matrix Displays GR4545 and GR4590
(Page 16 to 17)
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Data recording

Integrated data recording
All of our displays are equipped with data recording ability.

*

This means that speed of cars entering/leaving the radar detection range are
stored on the integrated flash memory. Although the data recording feature is not
for accurate traffic counting it gives the user an approximate number of traffic
volumes. This memory is able to store up to 430,000 data sets and will not loose
any data even if there is no battery connected to the display.
The data stored by the display informs about traffic flows in general. The idea of
storing speed is that you are able create speed profiles for a certain location.
Furthermore the difference of the speed of cars entering/leaving the radar
detection range is a way to proof the effectiveness of the display. This can all be
done with our analyzing software GRS which is shipped with every display.
Our displays offer Bluetooth communication which means that you can transfer
data simply from the roadside either with a notebook or a PocketPC.

*) For GR32, GR42 and Speedpacer Flash data recording is an option. All other
products are equipped with data recording and Bluetooth communication by
default.
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GRS Analysing Software
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Creation of traffic reports
With the included PC software it is easy to create meaningful diagrams and reports within minutes.
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Radar Speed Display GR32

Product description
The classic Radar Speed Display GR32 has been on the market for years. It
offers more than 30 cm digit size and is equipped with monochrome LEDs.
The model GR32S has Bluetooth and flash memory included. The model
GR32C additionally offers adjustable colours for different speeds driven
(speed settings below are just an example for a 50 km/h speed limit):
below 51 km/h: YOUR SPEED 48 (GREEN)
between 51 - 55 km/h: YOUR SPEED 54 (YELLOW)
above 55 km/h: YOUR SPEED 62 (RED)

Technical specifications
Dimensions:
Weight:
Digit size:
Number of colours:

landscape sign 96 x 63 x 4.5 cm
portrait sign 61 x 75 x 4.5 cm
9.5 kg
30.5 cm
>16,000 (without blue)

Please note the accessories that can be found on page 18, as well as
general specifications. Information on data recording is given on page 4.
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Versions of the GR32
Standard front plate design has black background, white reflective texting with red-white reflective border stripes.
(Picture below on the left).

GR32 with portrait sign

Examples for GR32 displays with portrait format and special printing

The GR32 can be offered with portrait and landscape sign format.

GR32C in landscape format and special printing
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Radar Speed Display GR42

Product description
The effectiveness of Speed Displays is subject to the size of the digits. The
larger the digits, the better is the visibility and effectiveness on the traffic.
The classic speed display GR42 has 44 cm digit size. The following models
are available:
GR42S: single colour, Bluetooth, data recording
GR42C: multicolour, Bluetooth, data recording
The fact that different speeds are shown in different colours in the GR42C
makes drivers more aware of keeping speed limits. Speed settings below
are just an example for a 50 km/h speed limit:
below 51 km/h: YOUR SPEED 48 (GREEN)
between 51 - 55 km/h: YOUR SPEED 54 (YELLOW)
above 55 km/h: YOUR SPEED 62 (RED)

Technical specifications
Dimensions:
Weight:
Digit size:
Number of colours:

landscape sign 125 x 83 x 4.5 cm
portrait sign 80 x 100 x 4.5 cm
14.5 kg
44 cm
>16,000 (without blue)

Please note the accessories that can be found on page 18, as well as
general specifications. Information on data recording is given on page 4.
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Versions of the GR42
Standard front plate design has black background, white reflective texting with red-white reflective border stripes.
(Picture on page 7 left top).

Examples of a GR42C with portrait sign format and special printing.
The GR42 can be offered with portrait and landscape sign format.
Due to its large digit size the GR42 will be noticed even from far distances (200 m). Thus this product can be used for locations where
cars go at high speeds or at places with a high traffic flow.
Displaying the speed can promote attentiveness and at the same time put "social pressure" on the driver as everyone around him can
see how fast he is driving.
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Speedpacer® Flash

Product description
The main purpose of the Speedpacer is to give an individual feedback to the
driver depending on the speed at which he is driving. The Speedpacer is
able to display certain text messages or flash a yellow beacon that can
either reward the driver in case he kept a speed limit or inform him to slow
down.
The Speedpacer Flash offers a radar triggered yellow flashing beacon. This
beacon flashes depending on the speed of the driver. The frequency
changes according the speed of the driver.

Technical specifications
Dimensions:
Weight:
Diameter of the beacon:
Flashing frequency:

115 x 84 x 4.5 cm
15 kg
18 cm
1.1 and 4.7 Hz

Please note the accessories that can be found on page 18, as well as
general specifications. Information on data recording is given on page 4.
Data recording is available as an option.
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Motifs
All these motifs can be used for all Speedpacer
products.
We offer individual front plate design.
Furthermore there are several fields of using
the Speedpacer in daily traffic. For example
the Speedpacer Flash can act as a warning
signal with the triangle ”bend traffic sign”
printed in the picture area and when placed
before a dangerous bend.
All changes in routing and configuration of
roads can be highlighted by the Speedpacer.
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Speedpacer® 1168 and 2368

Product description
Speedpacer® - the new speed information sign!
The main purpose of the Speedpacer is to give an individual feedback to the
driver depending on the speed at which he is driving. The Speedpacer is
able to display certain text messages that can either reward the driver in
case he kept a speed limit or inform him to slow down.
By using signs with children Speedpacer gets very positive acceptance from
drivers and so Speedpacer is a very effective tool to lower the average
speeds a hot spots.
We are able to offer various motifs (see page 11). Feel free to create your
own motif.
Speedpacer 1168S: Single LED Display with 8 x 48 Pixel
Speedpacer 1168C: Multicolour LED Display with 8 x 48 Pixel
Speedpacer 2368S: Single LED Display with 16 x 48 Pixel
Speedpacer 2368C: Multicolour LED Display with 16 x 48 Pixel

The Speedpacer (2368S) shown on the right shows 2 lines, the Speedpacer
1168S has only one line for text.
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Additional Features
The Speedpacer offers the possibility of displaying certain text messages at certain time ranges.
To give an example:
School zone: 30 km/h - Set the device to display THANK YOU! in case vehicles are not faster than 25 km/h. Between 26 and 30 km/h
drivers get the information SCHOOL ZONE! to make them aware of the area they are driving in. If they are faster than 30 km/h, the
Speedpacer will display YOU ARE TOO FAST! together with the speed! Bear in mind that during winter time the braking distance for
vehicles gets longer due to weather conditions (snow, ice). This would make areas in front of schools or kindergartens even more
dangerous without the proper traffic calming device.

Technical specifications
Dimensions:
115 x 84 x 4.5 cm
Weight:
18 kg
Adjustable time ranges:
4
Number of colours for C-models: >16.000
LED display:
1168: 11.2 x 68 cm (8 x 48 Pixel)

2368: 22.5 x 68 cm (16 x 48 Pixel)

Please note the accessories that can be found on page 18, as well as general specifications. Information on data recording on page 4.

Sample pictures Speedpacer 1168C

Sample pictures Speedpacer 2368C
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Speedpacer® 4568

Product description
The Speedpacer 4568 has the largest display area of all Speedpacer
products. Thus the device is able to show text messages and speed values
at the same time - or even large graphical pictures.
The large display area increases drivers' attentiveness and besides drivers
will notice the display even if they are far away.
The Speepacer unit 4568S offers monochrome LEDs at an panel of 45 x 68
cm or 32 x 48 pixel for large greyscale pictures. The black square (16 x 16
or 22.5 x 22.5 cm) in the upper left corner is reserved for the control
electronics and cannot be used.
The model 4568C offers the same LED panel size as above, but with the
ability to show more than 16,000 colours - based on the fundamental
colours red and green (all mixtures of these colours can be shown - like
yellow).
The 4568FC is a fullcolour model that can show even more than 2,000,000
colours.
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Sample pictures Speedpacer 4568FC

Just like for the Speedpacer 1168 and 2368, the largest Speedpacer can also show different pictures at different time periodes. Due to
the fact that you can create your own pictures and upload them to the device, you are able to personalize your Speedpacer.

Technical specifications
Dimensions:
Weight:
Adjustable time periodes:
Number of colours for C-models:
Number of colours for FC-models:
LED display:

115 x 84 x 4.5 cm
19 kg
4
>16,000
>2,000,000
45 x 68 cm (32 x 48 pixel) except 22.5 x 22.5 cm (16 x 16 pixel) in the upper left corner.

Please note the accessories that can be found on page 18, as well as general specifications. Information on data recording on page 4.
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Dot Matrix Displays GR4545 and GR4590

Product description
The fullcolour Dot Matrix Displays GR4545 and GR4590 are flexible radartriggered displays that are able to show different pictures for 4 different
time periodes and 3 speed ranges.
These devices can be used as classical speed displays with full colour mode,
as warning signs that are able to highlight certain danger zones triggered by
a certain speed and as an information sign showing a text message when a
car approaches.
Both units are able to show bitmap pictures with more than 2,000,000
colours. They are freely programable and configureable over Bluetooth while
still portable and mobile.

Technical specifications GR4545
Dimensions:
Weight:
LED display:
Number of colours:

80 x 100 x 4.5 cm
14.5 kg
45 x 45 cm (32 x 32 pixel)
>2,000,000

Technical specifications GR4590
Dimensions:
Weight:
LED display:
Number of colours:

80 x 115 x 4.5 cm
25 kg
45 x 90 cm (32 x 64 pixel)
>2,000,000

Please note the accessories that can be found on page 18, as well as
general specifications. Information on data recording on page 4.
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Sample pictures GR4545

Sample pictures GR4590 and GR4545 out in the field
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Accessories
Battery CP12180
Banner block battery CP12180, 12V, 18Ah, Cycle-proof
can be used for variable pole clamps VG2 and VG4

Battery Charger 12V / 6A
Automatic battery charger Fronius Acctiva Easy 1206
Battery gets loaded gently to the maximum of its capacity
Large display and battery testing option
To be used with Banner CP12180

Variable Pole Clamp VG2
Battery holder for 2 batteries 12 V 18 Ah

Variable Pole Clamp VG4
Battery holder for 4 batteries 12 V 18 Ah
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Please contact us for additional accessories ...

General Information
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Technial data
(for all displays)
Radar unit:
Transmitting frequency:
Transmitting power:
FCC and CE-authorized

24,125 GHz
5 mW

Measureable speed:
Range:
Accuracy:

3 ... 255 km/h
passenger car approx. 100 m, lorry approx. 200 m
±3%

LED display:
Power Supply:
Operating temperature:
Readable angle:
Update Rate:
Brightness regulation:

12V
-20° bis 60°C
120°
approx. 1 second, adjustable
automatically (128 steps)

Enclosure:
Material:
Protection degree:
Face plate:

Aluminum
IP66
Makrolon® non-reflective
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Headquarter:
Sierzega Elektronik GmbH
Valentinstraße 11
4062 Thening, Austria
Tel:
+43 (7221) 64114-0
Fax: +43 (7221) 64114-14
Email: office@sierzega.com
Web: www.sierzega.com

Office Germany:
Scharnhölzstraße 185
46238 Bottrop
Tel:
+49 (2041) 77 77 60
Fax: +49 (2041) 77 77 59
Email: office@sierzega.de
Web: www.sierzega.de

All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
© 2010 Sierzega Elektronik GmbH and their grantor of licenses. Edition: March 2010.
Speedpacer® is a registered brand of Sierzega Elektronik GmbH.

